What’s your MBTI type holiday
by Gaelle Pirnikarch, December 20, 2018

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® is one of the most well-respected and commonly used
personal development tools in the world. A powerful, versatile personality type assessment, it
provides the foundations for a deep understanding of personal motivations and group
interactions.
The MBTI® gives us the key to our
own
personality,
a
better
understanding of our natural
preferences,
behaviors
and
interactions, so we can embark on a
self-development journey. It also
helps us view the world differently,
understand other people better,
and fosters therefore greater
awareness and effectiveness in
building relationships.
Based on Carl Jung’s theory of psychological type, the MBTI® indicates your personality
preferences in four dimensions:
1- Where you focus your attention and get your energy from – Extraversion (E) or
Introversion (I)
2- The way you take in and process information – Sensing (S) or INtuition (N)
3- How you make decisions – Thinking (T) or Feeling (F)
4- How you deal with the world – Judging (J) or Perceiving (P)
The MBTI® looks at personality type based on these four fundamental dimensions of individual
preferences, to create 16 personality type profiles. Here is a fun presentation of typical holidays
reflecting the different MBTI® preferences.
Does anything feels like it would be exactly your type?
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Hello I’m Gaelle and my MBTI Type is ENTP – the Enterprising Explorer type.
As the founder and CEO of Cambiana I bring strategic vision and enthusiasm to the
company. In the past 12 years I have been designing and leading diverse leadership
programs, change and intercultural projects for over 5,000 executives worldwide.
Further I’m a certified coach and having worked in several international positions for
20 years, I highly value diversity and appreciation. The MBTI brings me a wonderful
framework to help my clients strive and grow in today’s ever-changing workplace.
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